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Emma decided to come up with a motivation action plan to achieve 
her goal of increasing her social contact with friends. To come up with 
some strong motivation strategies, Emma stated the opposite of numbers 
2, 4, 5, 7, and 8. She intentionally worked on:

• Determining whether she did feel better after social interaction, 
thereby changing her belief in the importance of being more 
sociable.

• Realizing she was capable of being friendly by taking note of 
times when she acted friendly to others.

• Deciding that she would text her friend (about meeting for 
lunch) earlier in the morning when she felt more rested and was 
in a slightly better mood state.

• Countering her self- criticalness by reminding herself that she 
was working on self- improvement and making some progress, 
but that it would take time and she needed patience.

Now that you have a better understanding of your willpower and 
your motivation strategies, it’s time to put this knowledge to work with a 
new motivation action plan to achieve your goal.

EXERCISE: Motivation Action Plan
Write down a goal that you’ve been unable to achieve because of low 
willpower (you can name the goal you described earlier in this chapter).

 

How have you been trying to achieve the desired goal?
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What do you think you need to do to reach the desired goal?

 

 

Review your responses to the weak willpower- strategies checklist, 
and revise your previous ineffective motivation strategies to come up 
with a new list of strong motivation strategies (hint: do the opposite of 
what you’ve been doing). As a guideline, you may want to review how 
Emma did this. Write down your new strategies.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Once you’ve created your motivation action plan, it’s time to put it 
into practice. You might want to keep the action plan handy, so you can 
refer to it whenever you’re reminded of the desired goal.

Emma loaded her motivation plan on her smartphone as a to- do list, 
so she could frequently check the list throughout the day. This way she 
could remind herself to stop and take a minute to text her friends about 
meeting up after work or about their plans for the weekend.

Motivating yourself to break the habit of avoidance and procrasti-
nation takes effort and determination. But if you’re patient with yourself 
and take small steps, using effective motivation strategies, you can make 
the changes that will help reduce unwanted thoughts and feelings.

Of course, the willpower strategies we’ve been discussing are broadly 
relevant to all forms of thought, behaviour, and emotion. It’s important 
to remember that willpower is strengthened with the use of motivation 
strategies that emphasize the pursuit of high- valued goals in a rational, 
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